Abstract -In the last few years a number of dyerent sub graph mining algorithms have been proposed They are @en used for nding frequentfiagmenfs in molecular databa.res.
Introduction
A frequent problem in biochemistry concems the discovery of common parts of molecules. This is e.g. the case in drug discovery where the biochemists try to predict the behaviour of new agents even before synthesizing them. Tliey use large libraries with often tens to hundreds of thousands of candidates. Another example are so-called high throughout screens (HTS), the output of which are activity inforrnation of hundreds of thousands molecules. Using graph ba!;ed data-mining techniques one can now try to nd frequent tliscriminative fragments -i.e. fragments that occur frequently in one group of the molecules and which are infrequent in the others -which (hopefully) explain the reactions the compounds have shown (or have not shown).
There are two classes of approaches that are able to solve this type of problem. The rst class is formed by all:or i t b s that rely on methods from Inductive Logic Programming (ILP), where molecules are essentially encoded as lists of basic facts and the result is a combination of facts (uw ally based on rst order logic) that is compatible with both negative and positive examples [3] . The second and bigger class of algorithms represents molecules as graphs and then searches for frequent subgraphs in the molecule database.
All known graph based data mining algorithms rely on one of the two well-known frequent item-set mining algorithms, Apriori In the following we consider two of these algorithms, MoFa and FSG because they are two well-known representatives of the two different search strategies. MoFa performs a depth-rst search and generates new fragments by extending smaller ones while keeping embedding lists to speed up the support computation'. Additionally it uses some sophisticated pruning strategies. One big disadvantage of this approach is the potentially huge memory consumption because of the embeddings lists that can become extremely long (especially for small fragments). This makes it nearly impossible to nd all -especiatly small -frequent discriminative fragments on larger databases of about 20,000 molecules and more. However, if carbon-only fragments are omittedwhich are not very interesting for biochemists anyway -the boundary is much higher. It is then no problem to search on databases of 50,000 molecules with 1GB of RAM.
FSG on the other hand searches breadth-rst, creates new fragments by joining smaller structures that share a common core and checks for subgraph isomorphism in the database for every new candidate. In the early stages ofthe search tree, when the molecules are small, FSG is fast and has only moderate memory demands. However, the bigger the fragments grow, the slower the search gets. Additionally, because of the breadth-rst search and exponential growth of the the number of fragments towards the middle of the search tree, the memory consumption rises dramatically.
Since the problems of these two approaches are quite complementary, this paper presents a hybrid approach that combines these two algorithms. In section 2 we describe this hybrid strategy in more detail, in section 3 we present some experimental results and section 4 summarizes our work. and/or join of smaller fragments) of embeddings lists).
'An embedding of a subgraph into its superpph is a "rtorep subgraph isomorphism. The mapped nodes and edges are recorded so that extensions of the fragment can be tested very quickly for subgraph isomorphism.
The Hybrid approach
The idea behind the hybrid approach is to combine the two algorithms in an adaptive way. The main problem of MoFa is the vast amount of memory needed in the early stages of the search, Even in medium sized databases of about 20,000 structures some small fragments occur several bundred thousand times in the molecules. This leads to a memory consumption of far more than one gigabyte. But once the fragments grow bigger (typically six to seven bonds) their number of embeddings drops drastically. Figure 1 shows the number of embeddings of the most frequent fragment in the complete NCI-HIV dataset [8] in relation with its size. The HIV dataset consists of about 35,000 molecules tested against HIV. Depending on the reaction they have shown they are grouped into the three classes CA (con rmed active), CM (con rmed medium active) and CI (con rmed inactive). The reason for the drastic drop between six and seven bonds are the symmetries of the fragments. Molecular databases typically contain a large number of rings with ve or six atoms. Having a subgraph that only consists of such a ring, one can nd ve (or six) embeddings of this ring into the molecule at one single place because of the symmetry. And often there is even more than just one ring per molecule.
But as soon as in subsequent steps of the search an additional bond is added to the ring, almost all symmetries break and thus the number of subgraph isomorphisms decreases dramatically.
This effect is one of the main motivations for the hybrid approach. If MoFa was somehow able to pass this barrier it would be no problem to mine even very large databases. This is the point where FSG comes in. In contrast to MoFa, FSG does not store embeddings. Instead it tests each new fragment candidate for subgraph isomorphism (SGI) against all graphs. Therefore, it needs less memory than MoFa does. But as the fragments grow bigger the SGI tests become more and more expensive (SGI is proven to be in N F ' , see [4] for details). The central idea of our hybrid approach is to start the search process using FSG and switch to MoFa once the discovered fragments satisfy a suitable criterion. This is done by using each fragment from FSG as a seed for MoFa. Seeds are starting points from which MoFa generates new fragments by extending the seed fragment, see [2] for details.
Although the idea of a combined approach is apparent, two questions remain: What is a suitable boundary criterion and bow well does MoFa work if a potentially large number of seeds needs to be expanded during its search? The next two sections present some answers.
A suitable boundary criterion
A naive idea is to use a x ed fragment size as a switch criterion between FSG and MoFa. Having gure 1 in mind this will seem to be quite natural: The number of embeddings and thus the amount of memory needed to store them drops signi cantly at a fragment size of 7. So the approach would be to start with FSG and let it mine until level 7 of the search tree. Then each discovered frequent fragment is passed as a seed to MoFa. Although this is quite easy to implement it has a huge drawback. The main problem for MoFa is the number of embeddings but the size of a fragment is a very weak indicator for the number of its subgraph isomorphisms. Of course this does not become clear if one only looks at the maximum number of embeddings of the most frequent fragment like in gure 1. If one takes chlorine and carbon for example, their frequencies in the HIV dataset are 8150 and over 680,000, respectively! On one hand there would be no need to let fragments containing chlorine grow to a size of seven bonds before switching over to MoFa. On the other band it is hopeless to take a single carbon atom as seed, because the embedding lists will he too large.
The problem oftbis approach becomes even more obvious when considering the number of seeds MoFa will receive as starting point. O n the NCI-HIV data with a minimum support of 5% in classes CA+CM FSG nds 15 I6 fragments of size seven. All these will be passed to MoFa and the result will be that a large amount of the fragment lattice is traversed multiple times. That is because seeds are freely extendable at all atoms in MoFa. Table 1 shows the results of using this border criterion on the HIV dataset. The seeds have to he grown to seven bonds in FSG otherwise MoFa will need more than the 750MB we provided. But then it will take nearly three hours to nd all frequent fragments which is magnitudes slower than the 5 minutes MoFa needs under the same circumstances if carbon-only kagtnents are left out.
Obviously we need a better indicator for the switch from FSG to MoFa. The number of subgraph isomorphisms a fragment has is a much better criterion as this directly addresses the problem of the number of embeddings. Using this criterion, called the embedding threshold, has two implications: First, fragments of different sizes are fed into MoFa (remember that e.g. chlorine can he used directly without extending it). Second, in FSG not only the support of each candidate has to be determined but all occurrences in all molecules have to be found. This is quite time consuming. However, it is usually suf cient to check against a random sample ofonly about 1% ofall molecules. This already gives 1 seedsize I #seeds 1 rumthe 1 a very accurate measure for the total number of embeddings that a fiagment would have. In our experiments, the prediction of this simple heuristic was only off by about 3% from the real value, which is more than suf cient for the intended At the end of every search tree level each frequent fragment generated by FSG is evaluated using this measure. If the predicted number of embeddings is below the speci sd threshold the fragment is marked non-extendable and FSG prevents joins with siblings that share a common core while generating the next level. Instead this fragment is taken as a seed for MoFa. Subgraphs whose estimated number of embeddings lie above the threshold are joined further in FSG. Figure 2 shows pari of the generated search tree. The circled structures satisfy the embedding threshold criterion and .ue fed into MoFa. The others are grown further. purpose. This approach heavily reduces the number of seeds that MoFa has to extend, as we will discuss in more detail later. Surprisingly, the number of seeds does not decrease monotonically as one would expect. Consider the partial search tree in gure 3 for an explanation. For each of the fragments the number of embeddings is shown on the right. Let us assume two different m s with embedding thresholds of 100,000 and 125,000 embeddings. For the smaller case only the circled fragment at the bottom ful Ils the criterion a;id is fed into MoFa. The larger threshold causes the dashedcircled structure to be used as a second seed. And evm 4 though FSG does not join it with any other sibling in the next step, the circled fragment can also be generated making a self-join of its other parent on the left. Thus it is used a seed (which is not necessary at all), too, which results in one more seed than with the lower threshold. With an even higher threshold, the parent of both fragments already satis es the criterion and the number of seeds would drop again.
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Figure 3: Even though the embedding threshold is higher more seeds are generated In order to get correct results one has to keep in mind, that fragments generated by FSG may already satisfy the reporting criteria. Thus not only structures found by MoFa have to be reported. Detailed results on the performance of this technique in our hybrid approach are given in section 3.
Pruning revisited
One of MoFa's important pruning mechanisms is the socalled seed bosedprurring. If the search is started with an empty seed, MoFa automatically chooses all frequent atoms as seeds. Once the search has been completed using one seed, in the next branch with a new atom as root, no extensions are made using the previous seed atoms. That is because all fragments containing this atom have already been discovered. In our new hybrid approach MoFa is seeded with bigger structures. Thus this type of search tree pruning cannot be used, slowing down the search process considerably. This effect is shown in gure 4 on the example of the complete search tree created by the hybrid algorithm on the cyclin molecule (which is shown on the bottom). Let us assume that the three circled fragments are created by FSG and are then handed over to AfoFa. In this example the switch criterion does not depend on the number of emheddings, but is chosen arbitrarily in order to simplify the example. The dashed-circled carbon-fragment at the right is also found by FSG but not fed into MoFa because we assume that is has too many embeddings. Also it has no child fragment($ so it is directly reported by FSG. The lack of seed based pruning results in many fragments having more than one parent which means that they are discovered more than once (which is undesirable of course)L. There is an elegant solution'for this problem. Instead of preventing extensions that add already used seed atoms we now discard extension that lead to already used seeds. As evely seed is freely extendable all child fragments must have been already found. So the branch can be cut off at this point. Of course this test -which requires an SGI test of all previously used seeds against the new fragment candidate -is much more expensive than the check if the newly added atom has already been used. Nevertheless this speeds up the algorithm again, as we will see io the next section. Figure 5 shows the pruned searched tree. It contains fewer paths than before which means that less fragments are found more than once. For example the edge labeled I is not traversed anymore, because the child fragment of O X , which is o-c=O, contains 0-C which has been used as seed before.
The same holds for edge 2 as the larger fi'agment N-C-C=O contains N-C which has already been used as a seed in an earlier branch.
Experimental results
In order to evaluate our new hybrid mining algorithm we ran several experiments on the already mentioned NCI-HIV[8] and also NCI's H23 cancer screen [7] datasets. The latter dataset contains about 30,000 compounds that have been checked for possible activity against cancer. It consists of two groups, one having shown activity and the other having not shown any activity against cancer.
The environment was a Dual-Pentiurn 11 machine at 850MHz running Windows 2000 with IGB RAM. We used Suns JDK 1.4.1 and allowed a maximum Java heap of 750 MB. The experiments were run using a wide range of embedding thresholds. Additionally we used the proposed seed based pruning strategy and compared it against the hybrid approach without pnming as discussed earlier. Together with left c a " atom is not extendable any more.
the time needed to nd fragments with a minimum support of 5% in the focus molecules (1,503 for NCI-HIV and 4,996 for NCLH23) and a maximum support of 0.05% in the complement molecules (~3 5 , 0 0 0 for NCI-HTV and ~~2 5 , 0 0 0 for NCLH23) we also included an approximation of the total memory that was needed. To determine this we invoked the garbage collector after every search tree level and recorded the current heap size. Of course these numbers are only an approximation of the real value.
In contrast to the normal MoFa operation mode we do not exclude fragments that only consist of carbon atoms. As we already explained, the main reason why the standard algorithm fails on huge datasets are pure carbon fragments that can be embedded several hundreds of thousands times. With the combination of FSG and MoFa we are now able to nd even those hgments. The results are depicted in gure 6. From an embedding threshold of 50,000 onward the runtime decreases initially. This is due to a drop in the number of seeds and therefore fewer fragments are found redundantly. Then a long interval of more or less constant runtime (iind also memory usage) follows. At a threshold of about 625,000 allowed embeddings the runtime and memory consumption rise again. This is mainly due to frequent garbage collector calls. From a threshold of 675,000 onward the old MoFa problem reappears, i.e. there are too many embeddings to t into main memory. The new seed based pruning alw.iys speeds up the computation, especially for higher embeddlng thresholds. The speedup varies between a factor of about 1.2 to 2.9.
The results on the NCLH23 dataset are more interesting. We only show the numbers with the novel seed based pruning (see gure 7). because without it we were not able to mine the complete dataset without running out of memory regardless of the chosen threshold. This is clear evidence that this pruning strategy is not just helpful but may in some cases be the only way to get results. Another strange observation is the gap between 200.000 and 250,000 allowed embeddings for which even the hybrid approach ran out of memory. Let Figure 7 : Results on the NCI-H23 dataset us look closer at this phenomenon. The difference between the two thresholds 225,000 and 250,000 is that in the rjt case c-c-c is used as a seed whereas in the second it is C-c. Now, looking at the number of extensions of the hvo seeds, the reason for the gap becomes clear: c -C -C allows for 531,942 ring extensions and about 1.13 million atombond extensions. On the otber side extending C-C results in "only" 407,479 ring extensions and 995,966 atom-bond extensions. Thus even though the number of embeddings is smaller for the the larger seed it creates more children fragments than the other one. In the end this leads to a memory consumption of more than the available 750MB.
However, the question remains: why are the numbers of extensions so dramatically different? The answer are fused rings. Figure 8 illustrates this issue. There are 18 possible ways to embed C-C into the shown "molecule" (see colunuis one and two of the rst table-' in g ure 8), whereas there are 24 for C-C-C (see second table) . The 18 embeddings ,of C-C create 56 different ring extensions, the 24 embeddings or c~-c ' -c~-c~-c~-@ c~, respectively. Most of the embeddings lie in both rings so there are four different ring extensions, whereas for the remaining ones there are only extensions in one of the two rings.
To summarize, for this example the ratio bebeen number of embeddings and their extensions -which is = 3 . i for C-c and = 3.6 for C-C-C -is smaller for the smaller core. Transferred to the complete dataset this is the main canse that even though the number of embeddings is lower for the bigger core it creates more extensions and thus needs more memory.
Conclusions
We presented a new approach that addresses a general problem of all graph based data mining techniques: Either the algorithm needs huge amounts of memory or the runtime is slow. By combining two algorithms -FSG and MoFa, the rst one featuring a small memory footprint, the second one much faster with high storage demands -we were able to mine even 00 huge datasets in reasonable times. To overcome the effects when different approaches (especially regarding the search strategy) are combined in this way, we needed to developed a novel pruning strategy Future work will study whether there are combinations of other algorithms andor strategies which perform better than the presented one.
